


SMALL LINE FOR FINGER ROLLS, HAMBURGER, SAMOULI
Production: 3200 pcs/hour at 2 rows. Min  weight: 30 g. Max weight: 120 g.
At two rows composed by:

DIVIDER ROUNDER AT TWO ROWS MOD. LYRA-M
at two rows for the production of round bread. Steel structure inox type painted
and stainless steel covers. It is equipped with teflon-coated stainless steel hopper
for a capacity of 14 kg dough. The dough, gently handled thanks to a dosing
star system, is compressed in the portioning chambers, that, properly adjusted,
achieve the required weight. Thanks to 2 chambers, easily interchangeable,
the machine can divide from about 30 g to 120 g dough. Once the weight is
fixed, the dough piece is discharged on the conveyor belt and carried to the
rounding station where the rounding is done in two phases. The pieces, properly
rounded, go to the outfeed belt. The machine is supplied with one rounding
chamber which can be chosen among the following:
- from 30  to   60 g approx
- from 40  to   90 g approx
- from 50  to 120 g approx.
Electronic regulation of the weight and rounding speed. Max production 3.200
pieces/hour with pre-rising prover 3’. “TOUCH SCREEN” control panel with 50
programs and operative handling by P.L.C. system. Steel painted support base.

OPTIONAL

MACHINE AS ABOVE BUT WITH ELECTRONIC ADJUSTMENT OF THE
WEIGHT
Rounding speed which can be electronically modified. The machine is supplied
with a rounding chamber that can be chosen in the among the ones above
mentioned list. “ Touch screen” control panel able to set  50 programs and
operative handling by P.L.C. system.

PRE-RISING PROVER

Structural steel. Stainless steel swing-pockets with removable pockets moved
by means of a chain. Covering with glazed stainless steel panels and plexiglass
doors. Crumbs collection drawer. With wheels. Resting time 3’ with 100 pockets
(80 useful).

OPTIONAL

Resting time 6’ with 162 pockets (142 useful).

MOULDER MOD. C40/P
WITH INFEED BELT, at 4 rollers 600 mm wide, that provide the dough sheeting.
Then, the dough, by passing through the rotating belts (at different speeds) is
rolling up by obtaining the different kinds of bread.  Upper belt locking device.
Upper belt stretching device placed on movable brackets. Equipped with long-
loaf moulding table, with adjustable height and inclination, placed on the outlet
belt about 900mm long. Steel structure inox type painted. Mounted on wheels.

OPTIONAL

TRAYS LOADING DEVICE
The coupling of the retracting belt ,drawing the pieces from the prover outfeed
belt, to the step by step automatic trays loading device gives the possibility to
put the products on the trays with a big flexibility as concerns the positioning for
a max. exploitation of the space on trays. Big stacker for empty trays (10 approx.)
Manual collection of the tray with possibility to couple a stacker or a racks
loader for rotating rack oven.

Version with trays loading device


